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Correspondence from Germany 

--- 

(From Matheus Hantschko) 

 

Post 107 near Spremberg, January 24, 

1912. 

 

Worthy Volksblatt Readers in far away 

Texas! 

  There is news from various parts of 

Germany of heavy snow fall and cold 

weather while we have had little snow and 

severe frost here. --- A peculiar hunt took 

place here 8 weeks ago for a 4 week old 

calf in Schleife. On Dec. 1st, the master 

butcher Gustaf Luzens from Schleife had 

bought the calf, not far from his quarters, 

for slaughter. On the way to his slaughter 

house, the calf got loose and ran away 

toward Spremberg with the hunters 

chasing it. Next to my home, the calf was 

caught by the inn keeper Lehmann and his 

property was therewith returned to Luzens. 

I will let the “Spremberg Gazette” tell you 

about a terrible accident which occurred in 

Spremberg on January 22nd: “A horrible 

accident, which sadly caused the sacrifice 

of a human life, occurred here this 

afternoon during the fourth hour on 

Dresden Street… The automobile of the 

manor owner Kehrhahn from Wolkenberg 

came, within allowed speed limit, down 

the street when the five year old Frieda 

Heinrich crossed over directly in front of 

the car. The vehicle caught the child and 

threw it to the ground. A wheel passed 

directly over the child’s head causing the 

skull to be shattered and the brain to be 

exposed. The summoned physician, Dr. 

Kossack, could only record the onset of 

death. With the testimony of reliable 

witnesses, it is unlikely that the driver will 

be found guilty. The wheel which rode 

over the child’s head was destroyed.” 

 I want to share a poem with you in far 

away Texas which appeared in the 

“Spremberg Gazette” in which Ernst 

Heiter muses about “The 13”: (Note by the 

translator -- The poem is written in rhyme. 

No effort is made to translate in rhyme and 

much of the effect is thereby lost) 

 “There is a general conception that the 

“13” is an unlucky number and that it’s a 

nemesis to humankind wherever it may 

appear. And it is written that if it appears 

as a number of a year, the year is 

considered aberrant; that’s why one views 

it on the calendar with woe every morning. 

The morning and evening papers are 

inspected warily as they proclaim: That 

was bound to happen! - whenever a 

mishap occurs. And thus we humans 

become pessimists because “13’ is 

perceived as an unlucky number; thus 

everyone tries to avoid and eliminate it, if 

possible. Even in the hotel business the 

“13” is usually assigned to the “toilet,” 

whereas hardly any room has come 

embrace it. Ghosts are seen in the light of 

day in houses with “13” and wherever  

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

there are 13 at a table, all manner of 

danger will be lurking. There was a lot of 

excitement recently in France, the land of 

love; the twosomes tasted wanly of the 

forbidden fruit before entering into 

matrimony; who is not yet liberated at 12 

will lack the guts at 13; to copulate at that 

age should definitely not be risked. It is 

best to exercise caution today because the 

one who can make it happen now will also 

have the pain tomorrow. 13 is an awful 

number for those in neighboring lands 

meaning, don’t engage in any kind of 

debauchery-craving; one should think 

about what has been happening in the past 

100 years. But for Germany the following 

proof to the contrary should be noted; the 

13 has been a year of blessings and 

healing. The 13 brought back, anew, our 

trust in good faith. That was the year in 

which we surged ahead and were liberated 

from the shackles of our enemies! It is for 

that reason that we should not call 13 an 

unlucky number but welcome it as a 

pleasant surge for our good fortune that 

leads us forward instead of back, even 

though it might have signs of abnormality. 

We continue to enjoy our wellbeing - the 

13 doesn’t bother us!” --- Ernst Heiter. 

  In sending belated hearty best wishes to 

all Volksblatt readers for the New Year of 

1913, I’m signing off       
M. Hantschko 

 

Translated by John Buerfeind 
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